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From the CEO
2015 was a year of incredible growth at Green House Data, as we brought our
data center services to three facilitites in Washington state, launched a new data
center in Orangeburg, and practically doubled our staff.
Despite the rapid growth and changing face of Green House Data, the strong
commitment to customers, the environment, employees, and stakeholders
remains. As part of that commitment, the company is releasing this first
annual Sustainability Report.
We’ve received some recognition for that commitment, as well. The EPA recognized Green House
Data as a Top 30 Technology & Telecom Green Power purchaser in April of 2015, as we retired over
8 million kilowatt hours of RECs (we have since more than doubled those purchases.) We were also
certified as a B Corp in 2014, and sponsored the 2015 B Inspired Talks in Portland to help spread
the message of business as a force for good.
Many hands helped shape Green House Data into what it is today, and this report stands as a record
of their determination to reduce our total environmental impact, donate our time and expertise to
worthy organizations, and innovate energy efficiency in the data center without sacrificing service
levels.
This report will also lay the foundation for future improvements. How can we be more financially
and operationally transparent? How can we encourage employees to volunteer and shape their
community?
In 2016, we aim to find out.

Shawn Mills
President, CEO, and Founder
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1. Environmental Impact

Power Usage
Effectiveness (PUE)

It’s no secret that the data center industry
consumes vast amounts of energy, and more
every day. The largest enterprises involved
have all come under fire from Greenpeace in
the past decade. This spotlight has helped
drive innovations in IT efficiency at scale, but
so have simple economics. When your primary
expense is electricity, it only makes sense to
create a more efficient operating environment.

PUE measures the total energy
use of the data center compared
to the energy used by IT
equipment. In other words,
for every watt used to power IT
equipment, how much is used for
cooling, lighting, and additional
infrastructure?

Green House Data has pursued green
operations since its founding in 2007. The
company charter includes provisions for
purchasing Renewable Energy Credits for all
energy use and striving for low Power Usage
Effectiveness (PUE) ratings.

Dropping from 1.8 to 1.2
PUE in a 10 MW facility can
save between 36,000,000 and
100,770,000 pounds of CO2
e m i s s i o n s a n n u a l l y, d e p e n d i n g
on the electric grid region.

In 2014, the company built and opened a new
facility and headquarters in Cheyenne, WY
with over three times the data center space
of the previous (still operational) facility. While
this significantly increased the company’s
environmental footprint, the building is
designed with extreme efficiency in mind,
capable of an average PUE of 1.14. All Green
House Data facilities are operated at a PUE of
1.3 or less.

The average data center PUE
is 1.8 - 2.0. Green House Data
averages 1.3, with a low of 1.14
in Cheyenne DC02.

1.1. Renewable Energy Credits
Green House Data believes Renewable Energy
Credits are a valid and useful way to support
clean energy generation and the creation of
new green energy projects.

In addition to building out the second suite
of this new data center, Green House Data
acquired FiberCloud in 2015, including three
Washington state data center facilities. With
an increase in staff, more office locations, and
the significant power and water requirements
for these data centers, our carbon emissions
continue to grow alongside our business.

The company purchases RECs from
Renewable Choice in Boulder, Colorado. The
amount of kWh covered by RECs is estimated
in December or January to cover anticipated
energy use for the next calendar year.

In order to mitigate this environmental
footprint, Green House Data takes many steps
towards reducing consumption in all aspects
of the business.

In 2015, the company bought 15,675,000
kWh worth of RECs, representing 9,222
metric tons of carbon emissions saved.
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1.2. Energy Efficiency
Green House Data takes a number of measures to reduce data center energy
consumption, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Free cooling year-round
Modular data center “pod” design
Hot/cold aisle containment
Focus on virtualization
Energy Star equipment
Power supply efficiency minimums
Power and temperature measurements and tracking

Most data centers are using some form of virtualization these days, in which servers can run
multiple virtual machines (VMs) on a single piece of hardware, using more available power and
resources. This is the cornerstone of cloud computing and increases CPU utilization by 40-60%.
According to VMware, virtualizing just 100 servers is the equivalent of planting 1,569 trees or taking
89 cars off the street—and a typical data center has far more than 100 servers.
As mentioned in the PUE sidebar above, by improving our PUE we reduce our carbon emissions
by as much as 1/3, depending on the electric grid subregion (eGRID).

1.3. Facility Energy Use
By far the biggest contributor to Green House Data’s carbon footprint is the company’s electricity
consumption—an inherent piece of data center operations. As our facilities grow ever more full
of servers and other IT equipment, our use continues to grow. However, as described above, our
energy consumption is mitigated by our energy efficiency efforts.
Fig. 1: Energy Consumption From All Locations
Location

eGRID
Subregion

kWh
Purchased

CO2 Emissions (lb) CH4
Emissions
(lb)

N2O
Emissions
(lb)

Cheyenne, WY

RMPA

6,679,540

12,669,350.7

151.4

195.1

Portland, OR

RMPA

207,360

393,308.0

4.7

6.1

Piscataway, NJ

RFCE

103,680

103,858.3

2.8

1.6

Denver, CO

RMPA

50,861

96,469.6

1.2

1.5

Bellingham, WA

NWPP

2,117,068

1,783,799.2

34.0

27.7

Everett, WA

NWPP

1,095,200

922,793.6

17.6

14.3

Seattle, WA

NWPP

4,781,729

4,028,989.2

76.7

62.5

Orangeburg, NY

NYCW

373,302

232,350.6

8.9

1.0
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Fig. 2: Energy Consumption By Month
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Electricity totals are not provided by building owners in Denver, Portland, or Piscataway. Estimations
were therefore made for the Portland and Piscataway locations by assuming a 12 kW rack density
running 24/7 for the calendar year. In Denver, the office space energy consumption was calculated
using approximate square feet and the national average consumption as described by the EIA:
https://www.eia.gov/consumption/commercial/data/2012/c&e/cfm/c13.cfm.

1.4. Facility Water Use
Green House Data facilities and offices used a known 2,029,000 gallons of water in 2015. We
estimate an added 1,400,000 gallons in addition to this measured consumption from offices that do
not receive individual water bills, as well as colocated server rooms that are using a portion of water
from total facility consumption (from chillers, office areas, humidifiers, etc). These colocated facilities
are in buildings owned and operated by third party entities that only include the cost of water as part
of overall rent, and not as a line item.
Efforts to reduce water consumption have been made in Green House Data offices including low
flow aerated faucets and zero-flush urinals, where possible.

1.5. Company Travel
While the Employee Handbook does recommend limited and shared travel when possible, Green
House Data owns three vehicles for on-call technicians and company errands; in addition, mileage
may be expensed when personal vehicles are used on company business. A new program was
implemented in 2016 to track air travel. For 2015 we have estimated total air mileage.
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Fig. 3: Mileage Emissions
Type of Transport

Miles

CO2 Emissions
(kg)

CH4 Emissions
(g)

N2O Emissions
(g)

Passenger Car

22,440

8,258

404

292

Light-Duty Truck

8651.3

4,334

208

164

Medium Haul Air Travel

Est. 31,000

5,184

26

166

1.6. Diesel Emissions
Data centers must remain online at all times, so diesel powered generators are a common fixture at
the vast majority of facilities. Green House Data must purchase and burn some diesel for testing and
to use up fuel that will expire on occasion.
Green House Data only required diesel purchases in Everett and Bellingham, WA in 2015, with
purchases totaling 723.9 gallons.

1.7. Total Green House Gas Emissions
Green House Data purchases Renewable Energy Credits for over 100% of the company’s electricity
consumption, but historically has not used them as a carbon offset for other business activities.
Because of this policy, we did not reach net zero in 2015, but our net GHD emissions did stand at a
relatively low 25 metric tons.
Fig. 4: Net Emissions by Source
Source

CO2-e (metric tons)

Stationary Combustion (Generators)

7

Electricity

9,222

Business Travel

18

Total GHG Emissions

9,247

Renewable Energy Credits

9,222

Net Emissions

25

2. Green House Gives: Community Engagement
Green House Data encourages volunteering through corporate and personal channels, with
company-organized outings, monetary and labor donations, and dedicated resources for both
employees and nonprofit organizations.
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Employees are allowed to take 5% of their billable hours
as personal time to volunteer in their communities. In 2015,
Green House Data volunteered at worthy local organizations
like the Cheyenne Boys and Girls Club and City of Denver.
The company and its executives also contributed to several
other community oriented causes throughout the year.

2.1. Green House Gives Nonprofit Program
In addition, 5% of staff hours and infrastructure resources are reserved for nonprofit organizations,
which receive services as part of the Green House Gives Program. This program is designed
to support the launch, growth, and on-going support of social and environmental nonprofit
entrepreneurs.
Green House Gives participants include:
Common Threadz, a non-profit helping orphans and vulnerable children in developing nations to
reach their full potential through the empowerment of the children, their caretakers and the local
grassroots community organizations that support them.
The American Solar Energy Society, whose mission is to inspire an era of energy innovation and
speed the transition to a sustainable energy economy, publishing Solar Today magazine, organizing
the ASES National Solar Conference, and administrating over 40 local chapters.
Earth Protect, which works for the global adoption of cultural, environmental, and economic
solutions for a restorative future. Earth Protect tells the stories of people and organizations
protecting the earth through the video-focused web site www.earthprotect.com and its film
production division,www.earthprotectproductions.com.
Studio Zero, a Las Vegas nonprofit organization that develops programming and resources on the
subjects of meditation, philosophy, and theology.

2.2. Children’s Museum of Cheyenne
The past year also found Green House Data supporting the newly formed Children’s Museum of
Cheyenne (CMC), a nonprofit organization aiming to bring an interactive learning and play space to
downtown Cheyenne. The company donated $10,000, plus several hundred dollars worth of signage
and supplies and over 10 hours of employee time to support marketing and design for the CMC.
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2.3. University of Wyoming Computer Science Department
Green House Data is a member of the University of Wyoming’s Industrial Affiliates Program, is a
partnership program which helps unify the skills taught in the classroom and those used in the real
world. Companies are able to make sure that students are taught applicable material while in school
through direct interaction with professors.
At the same time, companies gain access to a large pool of qualified, entry-level candidates. The
IAP gives students opportunities such as internships, jobs, and most importantly, knowledge that
will be relevant when they graduate. Through the IAP, Green House Data is ensuring that data center
skills and information are incorporated into the STEM education at the University of Wyoming.

2.5. Compete WY
CEO Shawn Mills joined the board of Compete Wyoming in 2014, a group that aims to lobby and
publicly call for state legislation to ban discrimination based on sexual orientation. He stood with
other local business leaders, prominent members of the community, and politicians in the goal of
defeating workplace discrimination to build stronger, more accepting workplaces in the Equality
State. In 2015, the Wyoming legislature voted against the bill.

3. Corporate Ethics and Transparency
Green House Data strives to operate in a transparent, ethical manner, going beyond sustainability
efforts and encouraging an open and honest business environment within our offices and when
dealing with customers, vendors, board members, and the public.
As part of this goal, Green House Data was certified as the first B Corp in
Wyoming in 2014. B Corporations are certified by the nonprofit organization B
Lab as having voluntarily met the rigorous standards of social and environmental
performance, accountability, and transparency within the overall goal of
redefining success in business. Green House Data joins other B Corps like
New Belgium Brewing, Etsy, Renewable Choice and Patagonia. There are more
than 1,800 Certified B Corporations from over 130 industries and 50 countries,
representing a diverse multi-billion dollar marketplace.
Supervisors practice an open-door style of management all the way up to the
CEO, who holds quarterly meetings informing the entire staff of the strategic
direction of the company. Financial details including the Profit and Loss sheet
are shared with employees upon request.
Green House Data governing policies and the Employee Handbook include policies preventing
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discrimination and child labor. Policies also encourage or enforce confidential whistleblowing, the
facilitation of employee training and ongoing education, grievance resolution, and local purchasing
and supplying preferences.

4. Data Privacy and Security
Green House Data takes strong measures to segregate and protect customer data. With audits to
certify SSAE 16 Type II and HIPAA compliance, the company has proven to external parties that its
data security software, hardware, and employee practices are sound.
The company suffered no known data breaches in 2015 affecting customer data.

5. Future Goals
Part of the scope of this Sustainability Report is to lay out future goals for the sustainability and
transparency of the organization. Going forward in 2016, Green House Data will better track air travel
for more exact emissions data.
In addition, we have already implemented new company guidelines and improvements regarding
office culture including instituting Green Captains. Offices are prohibited from purchasing bottled
water, must source green/environmentally friendly cleaning and office supplies, added battery
recycling, and more. The company hopes to see a reduction in office printing and waste as a result
of these goals.
Green House Data will seek B Corp recertification in the early portion of 2016 and hopes to improve
our overall score in the B Corp Assessment, a tool that tracks and compares various sustainability,
transparency, and ethics measures.
On the facilities side of things, Green House Data operations staff is exploring the addition of
containment to the acquired facilities in Washington state. New containment technology would allow
more segregation of incoming cool air and outgoing hot air within the server rows, greatly improving
the overall energy efficiency of those facilities.
Thanks for reading. This concludes the 2015 Green House Data Sustainability Report.
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